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Name :

Sheet 1
Divisibility Rule for 7

A)   State whether the numbers are divisible by 7.

4,9232)10,8711)

72,1844)3563)

C)   Fill in the missing digits.

a) 45,92 b) 6,     60

Write the smallest digit to make the number divisible by 7.1)

a) 1      2

Write the largest digit to make the number divisible by 7.2)

A gardener wants to plant 875 roses in the garden. Can he plant them in rows 

having 7 plants each without any plants left?
D)

B) Which of the following numbers is not divisible by 7?1)

8,762a) 63,546b) 294c) 3,885d)

Which of the following numbers is divisible by 7?2)

904a) 798b) 1,236c) 56,314d)

b) 5     ,640
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Name :
Answer Key

Sheet 1
Divisibility Rule for 7

A)   State whether the numbers are divisible by 7.

4,9232) not divisible10,8711) divisible

72,1844) divisible3563) not divisible

C)   Fill in the missing digits.

a) 45,92 0 b) 6,     601

Write the smallest digit to make the number divisible by 7.1)

a) 1      28

Write the largest digit to make the number divisible by 7.2)

A gardener wants to plant 875 roses in the garden. Can he plant them in rows 

having 7 plants each without any plants left?
D)

Yes, he can because 875 is divisible by 7.

B) Which of the following numbers is not divisible by 7?1)

8,762a) 63,546b) 294c) 3,885d)

Which of the following numbers is divisible by 7?2)

904a) 798b) 1,236c) 56,314d)

b) 5     ,6409
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